RECOMMENDATION TO PHYSICIANS, NURSES AND MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS
TO FILE WITH HHS A CONSCIENCE AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM COMPLAINT
REGARDING THEIR RIGHT TO OPPOSE AND RECOMMEND AGAINST
VACCINATION FOR YOUR PATIENTS
(Sent to Doctor who plans on suing a Medical Board, et al)

Dear Doctor,
It was an honor to read your letter. Thank you very much for your valor, morality and commitment to
humanity. You are fighting for both your family and ours, and those of us in the Anti-Mandatory Vaccine
Movement thank you with all our hearts for putting yourself front and center for possible, and likely,
attacks against your person, reputation and practice.
In the case of forced vaccination, your position has shown your commitment to the Hippocratic Oath,
and ultimately your respect for the personal, medical and religious rights of your patients, complying
with God’s laws to protect His children.
As a friend, fellow activist and Church Pastor I want to give you advise that might help you in your
efforts to defeat SB 277 on a greater scale and in a more accelerated fashion, and which might be more
effective and almost free as compared to a lawsuit, all explained below. I will be giving you many links
for things you will be able to use and apply in this strategy. If you apply my strategy, you will find out in
2-6 months if it worked and if not you can then proceed with your planned lawsuit.
IMPORTANT: View all the info presented herein to ensure you understand the whole process prior to
commenting on this option with your attorney(s), if you have contacted them already. This is important
because if my strategy works, your attorney(s) won’t make any money on it, and thus might want to
discourage you from following this path, even if feasible.
For a background on all my efforts against the mandatory vaccine agenda go to my Facebook group
“Vaccine Fight – Ricardo Beas” at https://www.facebook.com/groups/262332794145750/.
YOU AND THE GOVERNMENT AS PLAINTIFFS
There have been 4 unsuccessful lawsuits against SB 277, both at the state and federal levels. All of them
have been denied at the Superior Court/District Court Level. Here is their status since then:
(1) Dismissed by Plaintiffs without prejudice, but never resubmitted.
(2) Went to appeal and was then allowed to default for lack of funding.
(3) Appealed and the last I heard was waiting to see what judges would be assigned to decide if they
would proceed with oral arguments.
(4) The Sharon Brown Lawsuit. State court, denied on appeal. This court decision is the best one that
summarizes all the defenses that the government and courts use against us (going back to 1905) to deny
our right not to vaccinate, either from the community, medical science or religious standpoints. See
Court Order at http://www.courts.ca.gov/opinions/documents/B279936.PDF.
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If I were to bring a lawsuit against SB 277 from the standpoint of a parent protecting his child from
mandatory vaccination in order to attend school (which does apply to me, as described in my FB group),
which in a sense would be similar from your possible argument as a human being and physician/medical
staff (to include your right as a physician to [1] conclude that vaccines indeed do harm and therefore to
issue medical exemptions for your patients to avoid them, and [2] to respect your patient’s personal
and/or at a minimum, religious rights), I would follow the strategy that I outlined in a recent speech I did
in Santa Barbara, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUKB3P-jfkA.
A written outline of the lawsuit strategy can be found
at http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Santa_Monica_Ralley_Aug_6_2018_--_RB_Speech.pdf.
OUR BIGGEST PROBLEM
IN A NUTSHELL: THE GOVERNMENT!
When it comes to the above SB 277 lawsuits, the Plaintiffs have been We the People (children affected
by it) and the Defendants have been the government and their representatives (in the case of SB 277,
Pan, Brown, Education and Health Depts, Schools, et al). So who is stronger, David or Goliath? And we
aren’t talking about sling shots and swords only in the year 2018, not to mention billions of dollars from
Big Pharma to bribe such government officials proposing such laws as those tyrannically proposed by
Senator Richard Pan recently.
WARNING #1: An important point to remember is that when you file a lawsuit against SB 277, you are
not only going against the Defendants/Government, you are going against the Judge, the
Defendants’/Gov attorney’s partner to maintain the status quote and to strip us of our God-given rights.
So what can we do to fight such powerful adversary? --- USE GOLIATH TO DEFEND OUR CAUSE!
A LAWSUIT
Although your planned lawsuit may be an avenue to defeat SB 277, we are talking of filing in multiple
courts from CA Superior Court to the U.S. Supreme Court. This will not only cost hundreds of thousands
of dollars (depending on the strategy – and the attorneys that may be in it mostly for the money), but it
would take many years to get to that level, courts and government attorneys being experts in delays.
WARNING #2: To make it worse, in the Sharon Brown State Appeal Order, the judge ordered the
Plaintiffs to pay the Appeal attorney’s fees. Imagine how much that can be claimed to be? As a note,
Sharon was offered to avoid the attorney’s fees IF she agreed not to appeal any further, and she took it.
The power of intimidation – bankruptcy! I don’t have any idea what those total government fees were
supposed to be.
PRESIDENT TRUMP
So here is where an issue may come up, YOUR PERSONAL BELIEFS, because I don’t know if you believe
that President Trump is (1) a solution to the mandatory vaccine agenda, (2) another tool of the Deep
State, or (3) just an idiot for his comments and tweets. Why do I bring up Trump? Because above we
confirm that our enemy, at the end of the day, is our corrupt government (HHS, CDC, FDA, DOJ), and
unfortunately at all levels. So, if you think the government is against us, and that they are controlled by
Big Pharma and you also believe that they control Trump or his is unable to help us, and that therefore
even Trump’s administration will deny our requests at every turn, then you will not consider my next
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strategy as worth it. So to address this I invite you to see my recent post that explains my position as
regards Trump, at http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Trump_--_The_Truth_About_Trump__Pro_or_Anti-Vaxx.pdf.
In other words, if you believe in Trump, at a minimum as our only hope to stop the mandatory vaccine
agenda, that he is indeed trying to clean house, drain the swamp, including those trying to force
vaccination against us, then you can have faith in trying my strategy and hope for the best (that is all we
can do when dealing with government).
VACCINE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM CLASS ACTION COMPLAINT
Trump has made it clear through personal speeches and tweets that he wants to protect our religious
rights and one of the things he did was to order the creation of the HHS Conscience and Religious
Freedom Division (CRF) to protect not only a human being’s rights to refuse things against their religious
beliefs and rights, like participating in any way in abortions, but also for medical professional to refuse to
participate in such abortion or similar activities that might be against such person’s conscience (“I know
it’s bad for the child so I will recommend that they avoid it”) and religious beliefs. As a note, this
includes nurses and other medical personnel, etc.
The CRF created a procedure to file formal complaints with HHS so that if any person or gov agency
violates our conscience and/or religious rights, HHS can represent us when we refuse to do things that
are against our conscience, both as a human being and/or as a medical professional, and therefore
against our constitutional rights, as in the example above. And as a federal entity, HHS has the authority
to ask the DOJ to bring a lawsuit on our behalf to stop any violation of our right not to.
I filed my Vaccine Religious Freedom Class Action Complaint with HHS around November of last year and
you can use it’s format to create your own complaint. It’s free of charge as opposed to a lawsuit, other
than postage (I recommend submitting it both by registered mail and through HHS’s CFR portal,
at https://www.hhs.gov/conscience/index.html). If HHS agrees with your claims of violation of
established rights, then they would be obligated to pursue your claims, forcing the involved parties (in
the case of SB 277, as a child the school district and as a doctor the State Medical Board, Sen. Pan and
Gov. Brown, to not violate your God-given and Constitutional Rights.
Here is a news report where it explains the purpose of such new HHS Conscience and Religious Freedom
Division, at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u24oSApbxFY.
The process will probably only take 2-6 month to determine if HHS will act on your behalf. Once they
confirm that you have a valid claim, everything else should roll out through HHS at no expense to you:
(1) An HHS Request to Complainee to correct behavior, cease and desist, and if they refuse, (2) HHS will
work together with the U.S. DOJ to bring a lawsuit on your behalf demanding compliance. As an example
with another agency using DOJ to file the lawsuit, see the following hospital case where emps were fired
for lack of vaccination, at http://www.goerie.com/news/20161221/erie-hospital-to-pay-rehire-exworkers-who-refused-flushots?fbclid=IwAR2KvYF2Oagsl1_vtda0zd_RkC2Pzh_c5xoa2wrMG0p_Wpzq0vMTSKM0p-Y.
As to my own complaint and recommended procedures with these agencies see the following:
1. My VRF Complaint Template that you can use to create your own,
at http://www.cafepeyote.com/files/Vaccine_Religious_Freedom_-_Complaint_Template_-_Rev11.pdf.
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NOTE: My template needs to be updated with additional data, which I have.
2. My video that explains how my VRF Complaint works and how to proceed to submit it and defend it,
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nDKUWZWq_gs&t=3s.
I would recommend at this time that you only file with HHS’s new Conscience and Religious Freedom
Division. I had filed with DOJ and Dept. of Education as well.
SUPPORT WITH VRF COMPLAINT
If you want to pursue the procedure I have outlined here, please feel free to contact me directly, at
Ricardo@CafePeyote.com, so we can work on developing your VRF Complaint, free of charge; again,
regardless of you pursuing a lawsuit as noted in your letter, but you would have to file it afterwards.
All medical professionals against mandatory vaccines are invited – and encouraged – to follow this
strategy and to count on me to assist.
Respectfully,
Ricardo Beas
Pastor, Natural Law Church of Health and Healing
Ricardo@CafePeyote.com
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